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In complex industrial plants, there are usually many sensors and the modeling of plants leads to lots of mathematical
relations. This paper presents a general method for finding all the possible testable subsystems, i.e., sets of relations that
can lead to various types of detection tests. This method, which is based on structural analysis, provides the constraints
that have to be used for the design of each detection test and manages situations where constraints contain non-deductible
variables and where some constraints cannot be gathered in the same test. Thanks to these results, it becomes possible to
select the most interesting testable subsystems regarding detectability and diagnosability criteria. Application examples
dealing with a road network, a digital counter and an electronic circuit are presented.
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1. Introduction

Generally speaking, diagnostic analysis of physical sys-
tems relies on detection tests that make it possible to
detect abnormal behavior. In the scientific literature,
there are two main trends for diagnostic analysis. The
first one comes from the artificial intelligence commu-
nity (Reiter, 1987; De Kleer and Williams, 1987; Ligȩza
and Górny, 2000; Górny and Ligȩza, 2001; Dague, 2001;
Pulido and Alonso, 2002). It relies on component-based
approaches. The principle is to model the different com-
ponents with relations, also named constraints, and to di-
rectly check the consistency between the models and the
observations. This approach raises a practical problem: in
the industrial world, even if the constraints can be mod-
eled, the tests usually do not result from simple consis-
tency tests between constraints and data, especially in dy-
namic systems modeled by differential equations. Usu-
ally, constraints model only a part of the knowledge: noise
and modeling uncertainties are not taken into account in
the constraints a priori but only a posteriori. Conse-
quently, an engineer usually only needs to know the sets
of constraints that can lead to tests before designing and
validating test algorithms.

The second stream coming from the fault detection
and isolation community (Willsky, 1976; Patton et al.,
1989; Frank, 1990; Cassar and Staroswiecki, 1997) uses

a complete model, usually a state space representation,
of the system to be diagnosed. It is often called a struc-
tured or robust approach because it aims at projecting ob-
servations in different subspaces in order to distinguish
the different faults that may occur (and to remove uncer-
tain parts). These approaches raise another issue: projec-
tions do not trace the components that are involved in the
tests. It is therefore difficult to interpret the symptoms,
especially with formal analysis such as in (Nyberg and
Krysander, 2003; Ploix et al., 2003).

Complex industrial systems can be depicted by vari-
ous kinds of relations, also named constraints, depending
on the modeling approach: mathematical equations, qual-
itative relations, rules expressed in a natural language may
be encountered. Methods that can manage both complex-
ity and models of different types are necessary. This fact
necessitates the use of structural approaches and rules out
approaches founded on state space representations or on
Grobner bases (Frisk, 2000). In diagnosis, structural mod-
eling was introduced in (Davis, 1984). Using a semantic
theory of abstraction (Nayak and Levy, 1995; Chittaro and
Ranon, 2004), it was pointed out that structural modeling
is an abstraction of behavioral modeling. Then, discover-
ing testable sets of constraints can be achieved thanks to
a procedure based on a structural model such as the bi-
partite graph approach (Dulmage and Mendelsohn, 1959)
proposed in (Blanke et al., 2003; Cassar and Staroswiecki,
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1997; Declerck and Staroswiecki, 1991). Finding testable
sets of constraints may indeed be achieved thanks to an
elimination procedure that combines constraints in or-
der to eliminate all the unknown physical variables and
therefore get constraints containing only known data, i.e.,
testable constraints. However, as shown in this paper, this
approach leads to a high level of complexity when search-
ing all the testable sets of constraints. In (Travé-Massuyès
et al., 2006), an alternative method was proposed, but the
level of complexity is still high. Krysander et al. (2005)
proposed an improved algorithm which, however, does
not manage constraints containing non-deductible vari-
ables.

Propagation algorithms, such as value propaga-
tion (Fron, 1994) or constraint propagation (Russell and
Norvig, 2003; Dechetr, 2003), may also be considered as
candidate solutions to compute testable subsystems. If
it is possible to propagate, it is possible to pre-compute
propagation paths. Pre-computation of a propagation path
corresponds to a testable set of constraints, which leads
to a test, sometimes called an Analytical Redundancy Re-
lation (ARR). However, in diagnosis, there is usually a
high level of redundancy in information. Therefore, many
propagations have to be done: some may be consistent
with data, others may not, but each propagation provides
a symptom that is meaningful for diagnosis. Performing
all the propagations seems like a solution. However, some
propagations are equivalent or include others and it is not
possible to detect this during the propagation phase. Pre-
computation of propagation paths is required to avoid re-
dundant computations.

This paper presents a general method that provides
testable subsystems. A new algorithm, which improves
(Ploix et al., 2005) and is more general than (Krysander
et al., 2005), based on a join-operator coming from rela-
tional algebra is proposed. It relies also on a structural
abstraction of the constraints and traces all the constraints
that are involved in testable subsystems, thus making it
possible to determine what physical components are ex-
amined by each test. A computational tool has been devel-
oped and examples of applications are presented in order
to show the performance of the algorithm.

2. Relational algebra and join-operator

Relational Algebra (RA) can be viewed as a data manipu-
lation language for a relational model. It consists of sev-
eral basic operations which make it possible to specify re-
trieval requests. These operations are applied to several
relations (constraints) in order to produce new relation-
ships.

Three sets of relational operators are usually distin-
guished:

• unary operators (Project Π, Select ∇),

• set-membership binary operators (Union (∪), Inter-
sect (∩), Difference (−)),

• binary operators (Cartesian product (×), join (��)).

A relation R may be a class or a table. It is denoted
by R(A1, A2, . . . , An) such that A1, A2, . . . , An repre-
sent the attributes of the relationship R. A value domain
val(Ai) corresponds to each attribute Ai. Consequently,
the relation R(A1, A2, . . . , val(An)) corresponds to a
set of tuples ti = (a1,i, a2,i, . . . , an,i) ⊆ val(A1) ×
val(A2) × · · · × An. Further on, the Cartesian product
and the join operator are presented because they are use-
ful for our purpose.

Definition 1. (Selection)
A selection, also called restriction, leads to a set of tuples
belonging to a relation R(A1, A2, . . . , An) that satisfy a
logical condition defined over A1 × A2 × · · · × An. It is
denoted∇ER.

Definition 2. (Projection)
A projection of a relation R(A1, A2, . . . , An) ac-
cording to some attributes {A1, A2, . . . , Am} ⊆
{A1, A2, . . . , An} amounts to keeping the tuples corre-
sponding to attributes Am+1, . . . , An and removing the
resulting duplicated tuples.

Definition 3. (Cartesian product)
The Cartesian product of two relations R1 and R2 is the
set of all possible ordered pairs whose first tuple belongs
to R1 and whose second tuple belongs to R2. It is denoted
by R1 ×R2 = {(ri, rj) : ri ∈ R1 and rj ∈ R2}
Definition 4. (Join operator)
The join operator is an operator defined in the relational
data model (Codd, 1970; Mishra and Eich, 1992). It is
used to build a new relationship R by combining two re-
lationships R1 and R2. This relationship R includes all
possibilities of combining pairs of tuples coming respec-
tively from relationships R1 and R2, which satisfy a join
condition E.

The general join is called a theta-join. The theta op-
erator can be one of the following: =, �=,≤,≥, <, >. The
attributes used to define the join condition must be com-
parable using the theta operator. In its most general form,
the join condition E consists of multiple simple conditions
of the form described above. The join operation may be
said to be equivalent to a Cartesian product followed be a
select: R1 ��E R2 = ∇E(R1 × R2).

Definition 5. (Equi-join)
An equi-join is a theta-join such that the condition join E
is an equality between an attribute A1 of the relationship
R1 and an attribute A2 of the relationship R2. The equi-
join is denoted by R1 ��A1=A2 R2.

Indeed, the equi-join is a Cartesian product followed
by a select: R1 ��A1=A2 R2 = ∇A1=A2(R1 ×R2).
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Consider, for example, two relationships R1 et R2

presented in Fig. 1. The Cartesian product and the equi-
join are given by the relationships R3 and R4.

Fig. 1. Example of a Cartesian product.

The concept of value propagation between two con-
straints ki and kj (such that a constraint k is a relation
which models the behavior of a component c) is sim-
ilar to the projection of the equi-join of the two con-
straints. The propagation of a value v between the two
constraints ki and kj may be represented by the join oper-
ator: si ��v sj = Π(var(si)∪var(sj)\{v})(si ��si.v=sj .v sj)
such that si and sj represent the structures of the con-
straints ki and kj , var(si) and var(sj) represent the sets
of variables of the two structures si and sj .

The join operator si ��v sj is used as a basic concept
for the design of testable subsystems of a system.

3. Problem statement

This section introduces the concepts and the formalism
used in the paper. In order to manage testable subsystem
design, let us introduce a formalism for behavioral mod-
eling before considering structural modeling.

3.1. Behavioral modeling. Behavioral knowledge
starts with physical variables. A physical variable is a
potentially observable element of information about the
actual state of a system. It is modeled by an implicitly
time-varying variable, which has to be distinguished from
a parameter that is model-dependent. Generally speaking,
even if a physical variable is observable, it is not possible
to merge it with data because in fault diagnosis data are

only known provided that some actuators or sensors be-
have properly. Physical variables V (t) = {. . . , vi(t), . . . }
are modeled by a space F(T, V ) = {V (t); t ∈ T }, where
T stands for continuous or discrete sets of time. At any
given time t in T , these physical variables belong to a do-
main dom(t, V ) = dom(V (t)) representing all the pos-
sible values that may have physical variables. Conse-
quently, when considering all t ∈ T , {dom(V (t)); t ∈ T }
represents a tube in the physical variable space F(T, V ).

A data flow models data provided by a source of
information concerning a physical variable. These data
can come from measurements or from set points related
to controlled variables. A data flow concerning a phys-
ical variable v is denoted by obs(t, v) with obs(t, v) ∈
dom(v(t)). It corresponds to a trajectory belonging to the
tube {dom(v(t)); t ∈ T } (see Fig. 2). When informa-
tion about v is coming from different sources, the differ-
ent data flows can be denoted by obsi(t, v). Formally, a
data flow provided by a component c can be linked to a
physical variable: ok(c) → ∀t ∈ T, obs(t, v) = v, which
means that, if the component named c is in the state ok,
then the data obs(t, v) correspond to the actual value of
the physical variable v at any time t ∈ T .

For testable subsystem design, it should be noted
that all the physical variables have to be considered un-
known. Therefore, a mapping is testable if it does not
contain any variable standing for physical variables but
only data flows. Then, after having identified phys-

Fig. 2. Physical variable space, tube and trajectory.

ical variables, cause-effect relationships between them
have been made up. Each relationship between physi-
cal variables corresponds to a subset of a domain that
models one or several behavioral modes (de Kleer and
Williams, 1992; Struss, 1992). In a diagnostic prob-
lem, the behavioral modes of a component modes(c)
must be a complete set of modes, i.e., at any given time,
the state of a component c is assumed to correspond to
one and only one mode from modes(c). Most com-
mon sets are modes(c) = {ok(c),¬ok(c)}, but more
complex modes may also be considered: modes(c) =
{ok(c), fault1(c), . . . , faultn(c), otherFault(c)}.

Each mode can be linked to a subset K ⊂ F(T, V ),
which is often referred to as a constraint. Below,
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the following notation is adopted: var(K) = V and
dom(t,K) = dom(t, var(K)). Then, generally speaking,
denoting by Ṽ a trajectory in the domain dom(t,K), be-
havioral modeling can be formalized, given the data flows,
by

mode1(c1) ∧mode2(c2) ∧ · · · → ∃Ṽ ∈ K, (1)

where c1, c2, . . . constitute components and mode1 ∈
modes(c1), mode2 ∈ modes(c2), . . . .

In order to represent mathematical constraints, map-
pings are used. For instance, consider the constraint
u − R × i = 0. It leads to two obvious following map-
pings: u = R × i and i = (1/R) × u. Indeed, design-
ing testable subsystems a priori requires combining map-
pings: it is not possible to check if values may satisfy a
set of constraints because data flows are not available dur-
ing the design stage. Because, at any time, they lead only
to one value, mapping ensures that combinations may be
made without loss. Note that, for the sake of simplicity,
only time invariant mappings are considered here. Gener-
ally speaking, a mapping over dom(t, V ) is defined from
one subspace dom(t, V1) to another dom(t, V2), where
{V1, V2} is a partition of V . Note that several mappings κi

may model the same constraint K. If κi : dom(t, V1) �→
dom(t, V2) is a mapping modeling K, the description (1),
given the data flows, becomes

mode1(c1) ∧mode2(c2)→
∃Ṽ1 ∈ dom(t, V1), ∃Ṽ2 ∈ dom(t, V2)/Ṽ2 = κi(Ṽ1). (2)

Therefore structural abstraction must be considered.

3.2. Structural modeling. Generating testable subsys-
tems means that the descriptions (2) are combined, i.e.,
left-hand-side modes are combined with conjunctions and
variables that stand for physical variables are removed
when combining mappings so that only data flows are
kept. A general method must abstract mappings away as
they may be of very different types, ranging from auto-
mate to differential equations or qualitative modeling.

This is why structural modeling has to be consid-
ered although this advantage is offset by the fact that re-
sults may overestimate the effective testable subsystems
because knowledge about mappings is not fully taken into
account. Overestimation leads to testable subsystems that
refer to many more combined constraints than necessary.
A consequence is that, during test implementation, verifi-
cation is needed to see whether all the constraints involved
in a testable subsystem are effectively required.

As an abstraction of a mapping, the notion of struc-
ture of constraint is introduced: basically, the structure of
a constraint K corresponds to the variables var(K). Nev-
ertheless, a given constraint may be modeled by different
mappings.

Firstly, although mappings to multidimensional
spaces could be used, they are difficult to manage in
testable subsystem design. It is better to break them down
into equivalent sets of one-dimensional mappings. In the
following, one-dimensional mappings modeling a con-
straint K are named a realization of K.

Moreover, several realizations of a constraint may be
equivalent. Let κi be a realization from V \{v} to {v}.
There may be equivalent realizations defined on V that
also model the constraint. Therefore, the notion of the
structure of a constraint can be extended to represent all
the equivalent realizations representing a given constraint
K. For instance, consider a realization κ modeling a logi-
cal xor: x3 = x1 ⊗ x2. There is a mapping leading to x3

from x1 and x2 but also a mapping from x2 and x3 leading
to x1 and another one to x2. In that case, these variables
can be qualified as deductible or, when it is meaningful,
as calculable with reference to (Iwasaki and Simo, 1994).
This is denoted by var(κ) = var+(κ) = {x1, x2, x3}.
It is different for a realization κ′ modeling a logical or:
x3 = x1∨x2 where only x3 is deductible. This is denoted
by var(κ) = var+(κ′)∪var−(κ′) with var+(κ) = {x3}
and var−(κ) = {x1, x2}. The set of equivalent realiza-
tions modeling a constraintK is denoted by K(K). There-
fore, the structure of a constraint models at the same time
the variables of its physical variable space and a set of pos-
sible equivalent 1-dimensional mappings that model this
constraint. A structure may represent either a particular
realization or a set of equivalent realizations.

The variables V = var(K) can be broken down into
a set of deductible variables and a set of non-deductible
variables. A structure s will be written as �V −, V +�,
where V − and V + satisfy V − ∩ V + = ∅. There-
fore, the structure modeling a constraint K is denoted by
s (K) = �V −, V +�. Because ∀v ∈ V +, there is a real-
ization from K(K) leading to v:

∀v ∈ V +, ∃�(V − ∪ V +)\{v}, {v}�.

For the sake of simplicity, the following notation is
adopted: �∅, V +� = �V +� and, if S is a set of structures,
var(S) =

⋃
s∈S var(s). Finally, an empty structure s is a

structure satisfying var(s) = ∅. It is denoted by s = ��.
For the design of testable subsystem, some structures

are particularly useful because they model what is known
in a system, i.e., the controlled or measured variables—
they are named a terminal structure.

Definition 6. A terminal structure s satisfies card(var
(s)) = 1. It usually involves a data flow and models the
fact that a trajectory can be assigned to a variable. By
extension, a constraint containing only one variable is also
qualified as terminal.

Because of the possible over-estimations, it is useful
to introduce the following definition.
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Definition 7. A structure of a constraint s1 wraps an-
other structure s2 if var(s1) ⊇ var(s2) and var+(s1) ⊇
var+(s2) . It is denoted by s1 ⊇ s2.

In order to show that values can be propagated be-
tween mappings, i.e., that the intersection of two con-
straints can be projected without any loss, a join opera-
tor is defined. It formalizes the elimination of a variable.
Thanks to this formalization, it is possible to abstract the
process of elimination and to find eliminations that cannot
be easy to find using graph theory. As a prerequisite, the
notion of a propagable variable has to be introduced.

Definition 8. Let s1 and s2 be two structures related to
κ1 ∈ K(K1) and κ2 ∈ K(K2). The propagation of a vari-
able v between s1 = s1(κ1) and s2 = s2(κ2) is possible
only if v ∈ var(s1) ∩ var(s2) and if v is deductible in at
least one structure. If this condition is satisfied, v is qual-
ified as propagable between s1 and s2. By extension, v
is also said to be propagable between κ1 and κ2 and also
between K(K1) and K(K2).

The join operator can now be defined.

Definition 9. Let s1 and s2 be two structures, with V +
1 =

var+(s1), V −
1 = var−(s1), V +

2 = var+(s2) and V −
2 =

var−(s2). The join operator, denoted by ��v , where v is
a propagable variable between s1 and s2, is defined only
in the following two situations:

• if {v} ∈ V +
1 ∩ V −

2 , then
s1 ��v s2

= �
(
V −

1 ∪ V +
1 ∪ V −

2

) \ (
V +

2 ∪ {v}
)
, V +

2 �,

• if {v} ∈ V +
1 ∩ V +

2 , then
s1 ��v s2

= �
(
V −

1 ∪ V −
2

) \ (
V +

1 ∪ V +
2

)
,
(
V +

1 ∪ V +
2

) \{v}�.

If a formula s1 ��v s2 satisfies one of the previous two
points, it is qualified as evaluable.

Using this operator results in a definition of a prop-
agation method, i.e., if the value of a variable can be de-
duced from one realization, then this value can be propa-
gated into the other one. A link is thus created between
two constraints—it corresponds partially to the join oper-
ator in relational algebra.

Theorem 1. Let K1 and K2 be two sets of equivalent re-
alizations. Then a wrapping structure of the set of equiva-
lent realizations resulting from the propagation of a vari-
able v between K1 and K2 can be obtained using the ��v

operator on s(K1) and s(K2).

Proof. Write

s(K1) = �V −
1 , V +

1 �, s(K2) = �V −
2 , V +

2 �

and let K be the set of equivalent realizations resulting
from the propagation of v between K1 and K2. The set

K depends on the presence of other propagable variables.
If v is the only propagable variable between K1 and K2,
the exact structure of K can be deduced; otherwise, only
a wrapping structure can be found.

Consider the situation where there is only one
propagable variable v ∈ V +

1 ∩ V −
2 . Then there is a

κ1,v ∈ K1 such that v = κ1,v

((
V +

1 \{v}
) ∪ V −

1

)
and

v can be propagated into K2. If V +
2 �= ∅, ∀w ∈ V +

2 ,
∃κ2,w ∈ K2/w = κ2,w

((
V +

2 \{w}
) ∪ V −

2

)
. Because

v ∈ V −
2 , it yields that there is a κw such that

w =κw

( ((
V +

2 \{w}
) ∪ (

V −
2 \{v}

))

∪ ((
V +

1 \{v}
) ∪ V −

1

) )
.

Because v is the only propagable variable, w /∈(
V +

1 ∪ V −
1

)
and therefore, κw is a realization. Because

this result is true, ∀w ∈ V +
2 , the structure of the resulting

set of equivalent realizations is �(V −
1 ∪V +

1 ∪V −
2 )\(V +

2 ∪
{v}), V +

2 �. Moreover, if V +
2 is empty, the previous re-

sult remains true: �(V −
1 ∪ V +

1 ∪ V −
2 )\{v}, ∅�. It yields

∀v ∈ V +
1 ∩ V −

2 , s(K) = s(K1) ��v s(K2).
If the unique propagable variable satisfies v ∈ V +

1 ∪
V +

2 , additional deductible variables can be found. Indeed,

• if V +
2 \{v} �= ∅, ∃κ1,v ∈ K1 such that

v = κ1,v

((
V +

1 \{v}
) ∪ V −

1

)

and v can be propagated into K2:
∀w ∈ V +

2 \{v}, ∃κ2,w ∈ K2/w
= κ2,w

((
V +

2 \{w}
) ∪ V −

2

)
.

Because v ∈ V +
2 , it yields

∃κw/w = κw

( ((
V +

2 ∪ V +
1

) \{v, w})
∪V −

1 ∪ V −
2

)
;

• if V +
1 \{v} �= ∅, ∃κ2,v ∈ K2 such that

v = κ2,v

((
V +

2 \{v}
) ∪ V −

2

)

and v can be propagated into K1:
∀w ∈ V +

1 \{v}, ∃κ1,w ∈ K1/w
= κ1,w

((
V +

1 \{w}
) ∪ V −

1

)
.

Because v ∈ V +
1 , it yields

∃κw/w = κw

( ((
V +

1 ∪ V +
2

) \{v, w})
∪V −

1 ∪ V −
2

)
.

Because v is the only propagable variable, it yields
that κw is a realization and then that the structure of
the resulting constraint is given by �(V −

1 ∪ V −
2 )\(V +

1 ∪
V +

2 ), (V +
1 ∪ V +

2 )\{v}�. Consequently, ∀v ∈ V +
1 ∩ V +

2 ,
s(K) = s(K1) ��v s(K2). These results remain true if
V +

1 or V +
2 are empty.

When there are several propagable variables, it is no
longer possible to prove that the functions κw are realiza-
tions and hence the previous results become

• ∀v ∈ V +
1 ∩ V −

2 , s(K) ⊆ s(K1) ��v s(K2),

• ∀v ∈ V +
1 ∩ V +

2 , s(K) ⊆ s(K1) ��v s(K2).

�
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This section introduced the structures of constraints
and a join operator that models value propagations be-
tween structures. These tools can then be used to de-
sign testable subsystems containing many different kinds
of mappings. The way to use these tools is described in
the next section.

4. Testable subsystem design

A testable subsystem is a set of constraints which leads to
an analytical redundancy relation. An ARR is a static or
dynamic constraint which links time evolution of known
variables when the system operates according to its nor-
mal operation model.

Some basic concepts have to be first introduced be-
fore tackling the design of testable subsystems. Then,
some particular modeling contexts are examined.

4.1. Combining structures into formulae. A test re-
sults from consecutive propagations that can be modeled
by a propagation formula: f = (((s1 ��v1 s2) ��v2

s3) ��v3 (s4 ��v4 s2)) . . . . A formula is composed of sub-
formulas linked to the join operator, where the elementary
formulas are structures. Thanks to this operator, a propa-
gation formula f can be evaluated as a structure s(f). The
set of all the formulas is denoted by F.

Taking into account that the most basic formula looks
like si ��v sj , the definition of an evaluable formula can
be introduced.

Definition 10. A formula is qualified as evaluable if all its
subformulas and the formula itself are evaluable.

Definition 11. The support of a formula f ∈ F , de-
noted by σ(f), is the set of all the structures involved in
the formula.

Definition 12. The degree of a formula f ∈ F, denoted
by d(f), is equal to the number of times the join oper-
ator appears in the formula—it represents the number of
elementary propagations.

Definition 13. Two formulas f1 and f2 are comparable if
σ(f1) = σ(f2) and if var(s(f1)) = var(s(f2)), i.e., they
have the same constraints and the same variables. This is
denoted by f1 ∼ f2.

Moreover, during propagations, a given variable can
be instantiated only once. However, in some formulas, a
variable can appear several times and then be instantiated
in different ways. In this situation, there will be a sim-
pler formula where the variable has been instantiated only
once.

Definition 14. A formula f1 is simpler than a formula f2

if

• σ(f1) ⊂ σ(f2) and var(s(f1)) ⊂ var(s(f2)), or

• f1 ∼ f2 and d(f1) < d(f2), or

• f1 ∼ f2 and d(f1) = d(f2) and var+(s(f1)) ⊃
var+(s(f2)).

This is denoted by f1 ≺ f2. It is said that f2 overestimates
f1.

A testable propagation formula f ∈ F is an evalu-
able formula that leads to an empty structure. A testable
propagation formula is minimal over a set of structures S
if there is no simpler formula over S. It is called the Min-
imal Testable Propagation Formula (MTPF) over S.

According to the definition of the join operator, all
the formulas correspond to wrapping structures of con-
straints that can be found by combining elementary con-
straints K = {. . . ,Ki, . . . } of a diagnostic problem.
Therefore, the formulas may over-estimate the propaga-
tions that lead to a test. Fortunately, it is easy to check if
all the constraints related to the support σ(f) of an MTPF
f have been used during the design of a test.

4.2. Characteristic of the combining procedure. Ap-
plying the join operator ��v on a variable v belonging to
two formulas fi and fj yields a new formula: fi ��v fj ,
while removing fi and fj . The number of formulas is
therefore reduced by one. Applying the join operator ��v

on a variable v belonging to three formulas fi, fj and
fk yields three new formulas: fi ��v fj , fi ��v fk and
fj ��v fk. The number of formulas remains constant. Ap-
plying the join operator ��v on a variable v belonging to
four formulas fi, fj , fk and fl yields six new formulas:
fi ��v fj , fi ��v fk, fi ��v fl, fj ��v fk, fj ��v fl and
fk ��v fl.

The number of formulas from a set F where a vari-
able v appears is named the order of v in σ(F ). It is
denoted by oF (v). Figure 3 shows the link between the
number of structures before and after applying the join
operator. It points out that it is better to start applying the
join operator to variables with lowest order to keep the
number of formulas low.

4.3. Algorithms for the design of testable subsystems.
For the design of Testable SubSystems (TSSs), all the pos-
sible MTPFs have to be found because TSSs are given by
the support of MTPFs. The principle is to iteratively prop-
agate values until MTPFs are found. But, unlike value
propagation, a propagation can be envisaged even if re-
lated variables have not been instantiated. In order to re-
duce the computations, the propagations related to a vari-
able that involve the fewest structures are achieved first.

Sets of formulas (Definition 10) are represented by
the letter F while the corresponding structures by s(F ) =
{s(f); f ∈ F}. Consider a set of constraints intervening
in a diagnostic problem and F0, the corresponding struc-
tures, which are also elementary formulas. Here s(F0)
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Fig. 3. Influence of the join operator on the number of formulas.

denotes the structures corresponding to F0. The number
of structures from a set s(F ) where a variable v appears is
named the order of v in σ(F ). It is denoted by oF (v)

Firstly, a propagation cannot be achieved when a
variable appears only once in the structures s(F0). There-
fore, structures containing these variables, and their cor-
responding formulas, should be removed because they
have no usefulness in an MTPF. Nevertheless, when some
structures are removed, it is possible to find new variables
that appear only once. The procedure is then repeated un-
til no more single-occurrence variables remain. This step
is a clearing step. It is summarized by the following algo-
rithm.

Algorithm 1 Remove useless structures
Require: F0, a set of formulae

F ← F0

repeat
V ← {v ∈ var(s(F )); oF (v) = 1}
F ← {f ∈ F ; var(s(f)) ∩ V = ∅}

until V = ∅
return F

The resulting cleared set is named F1. The propa-
gations can now be achieved according to the orders of
variables. The variables of the lowest order are selected
first. Let v be one of these variables. All the formulas
where v appears are selected and, using the join operator,
new evaluable formulas are then deduced and added to the
current set of formulas. Formulas that overestimate others
are removed along with formulas that contain v. This pro-
cedure is repeated until all the variables have been consid-
ered. The remaining structures are then empty and thus
all the MTPFs have been found. The procedure is sum-
marized by the algorithm below.

Algorithm 2 Compute MTPF
Require: F1, a set of formulae

F ← F1

while var(s(F )) �= ∅ do
select v ∈ var(s(F )) such that oF (v) ≤
oF (vi), ∀vi ∈ var(s(F ))
F ′ ← {f/v ∈ var(s(f))}
F ′′ ← {fi ��v fj ; (fi, fj) ∈ F ′2, i �= j, fi ��v

fj evaluable}
F ← (F\F ′) ∪ F ′′

F ← F\{f ∈ F ; ∃fi ∈ F, fi �= f, f � fi}
end while
return F

Sometimes, because the number of testable propaga-
tion formulas is very high, it is quicker to find only a sub-
set of all the MTPFs. In order to reduce to number of prop-
agations but also to check all the constraints, propagations
of variables that are known because they have been mea-
sured or controled can be reduced—propagations may in-
deed be stopped when a known variable is found. The re-
sulting MTPFs are called basic MTPFs. They are valuable
because they constitute a small subset of all the MTPFs
that covers all the exploitable structures present in all the
MTPFs. Algorithm 2 can still be used, but when a vari-
able v is involved in a terminal structure the join operator
��v is only applied, on the one hand, between the terminal
structures and the other structures involving v and, on the
other hand, between the terminal structures themselves if
many of them include the variable v—it corresponds to
the so-called material redundancy.

4.4. Particular modeling contexts. In this section,
two particular contexts are examined: dynamic systems
and systems with branchings.

4.4.1. Dynamical systems. There are two kinds of dy-
namic systems depending on the way they are modeled:

• a variable appears several times in a system but at
different time stamps, or

• a variable and some of its derivatives or summations
(whatever the order is) appear in the system.

The first case mainly concerns time-delays and dis-
crete time recurrent systems. According to Section 3, each
variable stands for a tube in a physical variable space.
Therefore, a time delay, modeled by y(t + Δ) = x(t),
is a constraint that establishes a link between two tubes:
{dom(y(t + Δ)); t ∈ T } and {dom(x(t))}; t ∈ T .
Therefore, even if the two variables model the same
physical variable in the structural model, they cannot be
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merged. Consider now the following discrete-time recur-
rent model:

x((k + 1)Te) = Ax(kTe) + Buk(kTe),
y(kTe) = Cx(kTe), k ∈ N,

where Te stands for the sampling period.
The physical variable modeled by x appears twice.

Therefore, the constraint must be implicitly completed
by a time delay between the variables x((k + 1)Te) and
x(kTe). Structurally speaking, these constraints are mod-
eled by the following structures:

�{x(kTe), x((k + 1)Te), u(kTe)}�,

�{x(kTe), x((k + 1)Te)}�,

�{x(kTe), y(kTe)}�.

Moreover, if the tube corresponding to x((k + 1)Te)
appears only in this constraints (which is usually the
case in practice), the join operator ��x((k+1)Te) can be
applied between �{x(kTe), x((k + 1)Te), u(kTe)}� and
�{x(kTe), x((k + 1)Te)}�, and it results in

�{x(kTe), u(kTe)}�,

�{x(kTe), y(kTe)}�.

The second case mainly concerns integrations and
differential equations. Consider, for instance, the follow-
ing model: dx

dt = u. dx
dt corresponds to a tube, which

can be connected to x by adding the implicit constraint:
x =

∫
dx
dt dt. The initial condition could also be taken into

account by considering x =
∫ tf

0
dx
dt dt + x0. In this case,

the structures become �{dx
dt , u}� and �{x, dx

dt , x0}�. In
the same way as time-delays, the join operator �� dx

dt
can

be applied to obtain the following structure: �{u, x}� or,
if the initial condition is considered, �{u, x, x0}�. This
result remains true for summations and derivatives of any
order. Let us now consider the ordinary differential equa-
tion

dx

dt
= Ax + Bu,

y = Cx.

Here, too, an implicit constraint has to be added: x =∫
dx
dt dt. The following structures arise:

�{x,
dx

dt
, u}�,

�{x,
dx

dt
)}�,

�{x, y}�.

Using the join operator �� dx
dt

, it yields

�{x, u}�
�{x, y}�.

4.4.2. Systems with branchings. Using a structural
approach for the design of testable subsystems leads to
a general method that may potentially be applied to any
kind of systems. The case of dynamic systems have
been examined, but another context requires also a special
attention—systems with branchings. These systems can
be managed by the method presented in Section 4.3, but
the amount of computations can be drastically reduced.

Compared with other structural approaches for the
generation of a TSS, such cases cannot be taken into ac-
count easily. Let us examine how it can be managed with
the proposed approach. Consider, for instance, the roads
in Fig. 4. Denoting by Rvivj a road section linking vi to
vj , a structural model of the road network is given by

s1 = s(Rv1v2) = �v1, v2�,

s2 = s(Rv3v5) = �v3, v5�,

s3 = s(Rv4v6) = �v4, v6�,

s4 = s(crossroad) = �v2, v3�,

s5 = s(crossroad) = �v2, v4�,

s6 = s(crossroad) = �v3, v4�.

Generally speaking, if a car goes from v1 to v5,
it is unlikely that its route could also pass through
v4. Then, a testable subsystem gathering all the con-
straints of the crossroad would not make sense. If
it is not taken into account, the number of generated
TSSs will be too much important. In that simple
case, unrealistic routes would appear: (v1, v2, v3, v4, v6),
(v1, v2, v4, v3, v5), (v5, v3, v2, v4, v6), . . . . Imagine now
a complete network with many crossroads. Unrealistic
combinations of constraints will be recombined and this
will provide new unrealistic constraints and so on, until a
possibly huge number of unrealistic TSSs is obtained. In
order to avoid these physical variables, junctions have to
be taken into account during the generation of formulae.

v1

v2
v3

v4

v5

v6

Fig. 4. Simple road network is a system with branchings.

In order to avoid unrealistic TSSs, a set of exclusions
can be defined. In order to model that only two constraints
of the crossroad can be gathered in one formula, the fol-
lowing exclusion set can be defined: {s4, s5}. This means
that these structures cannot appear in the same formula.
Generally speaking, a set of exclusion sets, denoted by
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X = {{s4, s5}, {s4, s6}, {s5, s6}}, can be defined. Thus,
during the computations of formulas (Section 4.3), once a
new formula is found, it is examined in order to determine
if it does not gather all the structures belonging to an ex-
clusion set of X. In that case, the new formula is removed
from F ′′ in Algorithm 2. It then becomes Algorithm 3.

Algorithm 3 Compute MTPF with exclusions
Require: F1, a set of formulae
Require: X, a set of exclusion sets

F ← F1

while var(s(F )) �= ∅ do
select v ∈ var(s(F )) such that oF (v) ≤
oF (vi), ∀vi ∈ var(s(F ))
F ′ ← {f/v ∈ var(s(f))}
F ′′ ← {fi ��v fj; (fi, fj) ∈ F ′2, i �= j, fi ��v

fj evaluable}
for all f ∈ F ′′, do

if ∃x ∈ X/x ⊂ σ(f) then
F ′′ ← F ′′\{f}

end if
end for
F ← (F\F ′) ∪ F ′′

F ← F\{f ∈ F ; ∃fi ∈ F, fi �= f, f � fi}
end while
return F

Systems with branchings are not rare—they can be
encountered in discrete event systems with conveyors,
transportation networks, but also in the diagnosis of cogni-
tive skills (Ploix et al., 2004), where different alternatives
in reasoning may be adopted.

5. Comparison with other approaches

The bipartite graph-based approach, Travé-Massuyès’s
approach and Krysanders approach are compared with the
proposed solution. Because the complexity of algorithms
is highly dependent on the problem to be solved and be-
cause upper bounds for complexity are not meaningful,
the different approaches already in use have been com-
pared with the proposed one using an example. The ex-
ample has been chosen without non-deductible variables
because deductibility has not been taken into account in
the existing approaches. Consider a system composed by
four iterations of a electronic counter equipped with a dig-
ital display. The system is modeled by the following con-
straints:

K1 : x1 = x0 + 1,

K2 : x2 = x1 + 1,

K3 : x3 = x2 + 1,

K4 : x4 = x3 + 1, (3)

K5 : x̃0 = x0,

K6 : x̃1 = x1,

K7 : x̃2 = x2,

K8 : x̃3 = x3,

K9 : x̃4 = x4.

5.1. Bipartite graph approach. The bipartite graph
approach (Dulmage and Mendelsohn, 1959) was used in
(Blanke et al., 2003; Declerck and Staroswiecki, 1991;
Staroswiecki and Declerck, 1989) to compute analytical
redundancy relations—it corresponds to the supports of
the MTPF. The bipartite graph approach is a structural
one, which only requires the knowledge of the variables
that occur in constraints. The bipartite graph is defined
by G = (K, var(K), E), where K gathers available sets
of equivalent realizations and E = K × var(K) stands
for edges in the graph. Each set K = K(K) of equiva-
lent realizations from K generates the edges {(K, v); v ∈
var(K)}. Complete matchings within a connected graph,
i.e., a sub-graph containing all the variables var(K) and
whose edges contain no common vertex, neither con-
straint nor variable, are then selected in order to find all
the ARRs.

A matching directs the search of ARRs, which are
composed of alternated chains starting with a terminal
constraint and ending with an unmatched constraint. In a
connected bipartite graph, for a given matching, the num-
ber of ARRs that can be found is equal to the number
of unmatched sets of equivalent realizations. From these
constraints, the bipartite graph in Fig. 5 can be drawn up.

Fig. 5. Bipartite graph with a matching for the counter.

The following matching can firstly be chosen:
{(K5, x0) , (K6, x1) , (K7, x2) , (K8, x3) , (K9, x4)}. By
applying the approach proposed in (Blanke et al.,
2003), four ARRs are obtained. Nevertheless, there
are obviously ten ARRs in this example. In or-
der to obtain the other ARRs, other matchings
have to be considered. For instance, the match-
ing {(K1, x0) , (K6, x1) , (K7, x2) , (K8, x3) , (K9, x4)}
leads to a new ARR.

This example shows that a matching makes it pos-
sible to obtain only one part of the set of all the ARRs.
The whole set can be obtained provided that all the possi-
ble matchings have been considered. In this example, 62
possible matchings can be found. For each one, the num-
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ber of ARRs that can be found is equal to the number of
constraints not matched (four in this example). Therefore,
in order to finally keep only ten ARRs, 64 × 4 redundant
ARRs are obtained in this simple example.

The bipartite graph approach induces great complex-
ity even for simple systems. Let us reconsider this exam-
ple with the join operator.

5.2. Travé-Massuyès’s approach. Travé-Massuyès et
al., (2006) proposed a method for finding all the ARRs
in a physical system. This method was designed for di-
agnosability assessment. It starts from a structural model
augmented by causal information. The starting point of
this method is to assume that all variables of a system are
measured. It proceeds by consecutively removing the hy-
pothetical sensors. The successive removal of sensors is
equivalent to successively combining ARRs.

This method computes all the possible causal in-
terpretations of the system relations, and therefore all
the ARRs can be found. The support of an ARR
(Supp(ARR)) consists of a components set and a sen-
sor set (i.e., a set of elementary constraints modelling a
component set and a set of terminal constraints modelling
a sensor set).

Consider the counter where the variables
are {x0, x1, x2, x3, x4} and the data flows are
{x̃0, x̃1, x̃2, x̃3, x̃4}. When all the variables are measured,
ARRs are simply given by the primary relations in which
every variable is replaced by its data flow.

ARR1 : x̃1 = x̃0 + 1, Supp(ARR1) = {K1,K5,K6},
ARR2 : x̃2 = x̃1 + 1, Supp(ARR2) = {K2,K6,K7},
ARR3 : x̃3 = x̃2 + 1, Supp(ARR3) = {K3,K7,K8},
ARR4 : x̃4 = x̃3 + 1, Supp(ARR4) = {K4,K8,K9}.
These ARRs can be interpreted causally. It yields

ARR1 : x̃1 = x̃0 + 1, Supp(ARR1) = {K1,K5,K6},
ARR2 : x̃0 = −x̃1 + 1, Supp(ARR2) = {K1,K5,K6},
ARR3 : x̃2 = x̃1 + 1, Supp(ARR3) = {K2,K6,K7},
ARR4 : x̃1 = −x̃2 + 1, Supp(ARR4) = {K2,K6,K7},
ARR5 : x̃3 = x̃2 + 1, Supp(ARR5) = {K3,K7,K8},
ARR6 : x̃2 = −x̃2 + 1, Supp(ARR6) = {K3,K7,K8},
ARR7 : x̃4 = x̃3 + 1, Supp(ARR7) = {K4,K8,K9},
ARR8 : x̃3 = −x̃4 + 1, Supp(ARR8) = {K4,K8,K9}.

In order to find all the ARRs, the successive re-
moval of sensors (terminal constraints modelling these
sensors) is applied. In this example, there are 32 pos-
sible removals. Consider that the sensor measuring the
variable x1 is removed, one new ARR is obtained by
combining one ARR from {ARR1, ARR2} with one
ARR from {ARR3, ARR4}. By combining ARR1 with
ARR3, a new ARR is obtained: ARR9 : x̃2 = x̃0 + 2,
Supp(ARR9) = {K1,K2,K5,K7}.

This method makes it possible to find all the ARRs
of a system. The main disadvantage of this method is

that the complexity is exponential according to variables.
Moreover, this complexity increases taking into account
the causal interpretation.

5.3. Krysander’s approach. Krysander et al. (2008)
proposed an algorithm for finding all MSOs (Minimal
Structurally Over-constrained subsystems), i.e., testable
subsystems. This algorithm is based on the Dulmage-
Mendelshon decomposition (Dulmage and Mendelsohn,
1959) and on a top-down approach. It starts with the en-
tire model and then reduces the size of the model step by
step until a TSS remains.

To understand this algorithm, the notion of structural
redundancy must be presented.

Given a bipartite graph G = (K, var(K), E), where
K is the set of constraints of a system, var(K) is the
subset of variables connected to at least one constraint
in K and E = K × var(K) stands for edges in the
graph, the structural redundancy ϕK is defined by ϕK =
|K+| − |var(K+)|, where K+ is the structurally overde-
termined part of K . This part is equal to the vertical tail of
the Dulmage-Mendelshon decomposition of G. In a TSS,
the structural redundancy is 1.

A digital system is used to illustrate this
method. This system may be represented by
the structural matrix given in Table 1, where
K = {K1,K2,K3,K4,K5,K6,K7,K8,K9} is the
constraint set of the system. The structural redundancy of
the system is 4.

Table 1. Structural matrix of a system.
x0 x1 x2 x3 x4

K1 1 1 0 0 0
K2 0 1 1 0 0
K3 0 0 1 1 0
K4 0 0 0 1 1
K5 1 0 0 0 0
K6 0 1 0 0 0
K7 0 0 1 0 0
K8 0 0 0 1 0
K9 0 0 0 0 1

In order to find TSSs, the algorithm proposed in
(Krysander et al., 2008) is applied:

• If K1 is removed, the Dulmage-Mendelshon de-
composition of K \ {K1} is (K \ {K1})+ =
{K2,K3,K4,K6,K7,K8}, (K\{K1})0 = {K5} and
(K\{K1})− = {∅}. The set K

′
= (K\{K1})+ does

not verify ϕK

′
= 1; then the set K

′
is not a TSS.

• If K1,K2 are removed, the Dulmage-Mendelshon
decomposition of K\{K1,K2} is (K\{K1,K2})+ =
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{K3,K4,K7,K8}, (K \ {K1,K2})0 = {K5,K6}
and (K \ {K1,K2})− = {∅}. The set K

′
= (K \

{K1,K2})+ does not verify ϕK

′
= 1; then the set

K

′
is not a TSS.

• If K1,K2,K3 are removed, the Dulmage-
Mendelshon decomposition of K \ {K1,K2,K3}
is

(K \ {K1,K2,K3})+ = {K4,K8,K9},
(K \ {K1,K2,K3})0 = {K5,K6,K7},
(K \ {K1,K2,K3})− = {∅}.

The set K

′
= (K \ {K1,K2,K3})+ satisfies ϕK

′
=

1; then the set K

′
= {K4,K8,K9} is a TSS.

In order to find all the testable subsystems, all the
combinations of elimination must be made. In this exam-
ple, 119 combinations were achieved in oder to find the
ten possible TSSs of the system.

The same TSS can be found more than once. Accord-
ingly, this algorithm is not optimal in terms of efficiency.
Krysander et al. (2008) presented improvements in order
to increase the efficiency.

Even if the complexity of this method is lower
than for the last approach, the main disadvantage of this
method is that it cannot take into account the notion of
deductibility of variables—all variables of the system are
treated as deductibles and, therefore, some ARRs may not
be achievable. Of course, systems with branchings cannot
be managed.

5.4. Assessment of the proposed approach. The
method proposed in Section 4 will now be applied.
Because no structure has to be cleared, it starts with
the definition of the set F1, which is composed of the
following formulas:

f1 with s(f1) = �{x0, x1}�,
f2 with s(f2) = �{x1, x2}�,
f3 with s(f3) = �{x2, x3}�,
f4 with s(f4) = �{x3, x4}�,
f5 with s(f5) = �{x0}�,
f6 with s(f6) = �{x1}�,
f7 with s(f7) = �{x2}�,
f8 with s(f8) = �{x3}�,
f9 with s(f9) = �{x4}�.

The variable x0 is one of the variables with the
lowest order in F1. It is selected first. The operator ��x0

is then used for all formulas where it applies. Then,
removing the formulas containing the variable x0, the
following set of formulas F is obtained:

f1 ��x0 f5 with s (f1 ��x0 f5) = �{x1}�,
f2 with s(f2) = �{x1, x2}�,

f3 with s(f3) = �{x2, x3}�,
f4 with s(f4) = �{x3, x4}�,
f6 with s(f6) = �{x1}�,
f7 with s(f7) = �{x2}�,
f8 with s(f8) = �{x3}�,
f9 with s(f9) = �{x4}�.

Then, x4 is selected. The operator ��x4 is then used
for all formulas where it applies. Then, removing the
formulas containing the variable x4, the following set of
formulae F is obtained:

f1 ��x0 f5 with s (f1 ��x0 f5) = �{x1}�,
f2 with s(f2) = �{x1, x2}�,
f3 with s(f3) = �{x2, x3}�,
f4 ��x4 f9 with s (f4 ��x4 f9) = �{x3}�,
f6 with s(f6) = �{x1}�,
f7 with s(f7) = �{x2}�,
f8 with s(f8) = �{x3}�.

Then, x1, x2 or x3 can be selected because their
order is 3. Let us choose x1. The operator ��x1 is then
used for all formulas where it applies. Then, removing
the formulas containing the variable x1, the following set
of formulas F is obtained:

f3 with s(f3) = �{x2, x3}�,
f4 ��x4 f9 with s (f4 ��x4 f9) = �{x3}�,
f7 with s(f7) = �{x2}�,
f8 with s(f8) = �{x3}�,
(f1 ��x0 f5) ��x1 f2

with s ((f1 ��x0 f5) ��x1 f2) = �{x2}�,
(f1 ��x0 f5) ��x1 f6

with s ((f1 ��x0 f5) ��x1 f6) = �∅�,
f2 ��x1 f6 with s (f2 ��x1 f6) = �{x2}�.

The formula (f1 ��x0 f5) ��x1 f6 is an MPTF. Then,
variable x3 should be selected. The operator ��x3 is then
used for all formulas where it applies. Then, removing
the formulas containing the variable x3, the following set
of formulas F is obtained:

(f1 ��x0 f5) ��x1 f6

with s((f1 ��x0 f5) ��x1 f6) = �∅�,
f7 with s(f7) = �{x2}�,
(f1 ��x0 f5) ��x1 f2

with s ((f1 ��x0 f5) ��x1 f2) = �{x2}�,
f2 ��x1 f6 with s (f2 ��x1 f6) = �{x2}�,
f3 ��x3 (f4 ��x4 f9)

with s (f3 ��x3 (f4 ��x4 f9)) = �{x2}�,
f3 ��x3 f8 with s (f3 ��x3 f8) = �{x2}�,
(f4 ��x4 f9) ��x3 f8

with s ((f4 ��x4 f9) ��x3 f8) = �∅�.

A new MTPF has been found: (f4 ��x4 f9) ��x3 f8.
Only the variable x2 remains. The operator ��x2 is then
used for all formulas where it applies. Then, removing the
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formulas containing the variable x2, the resulting struc-
tures are

• (f1 ��x0 f5) ��x1 f6 with
s ((f1 ��x0 f5) ��x1 f6) = �∅�,

• (f4 ��x4 f9) ��x3 f8 with
s((f4 ��x4 f9) ��x3 f8) = �∅�,

• f7 ��x2 ((f1 ��x0 f5) ��x1 f2) with
s (f7 ��x2 ((f1 ��x0 f5) ��x1 f2)) = �∅�,

• f7 ��x2 (f2 ��x1 f6) with
s (f7 ��x2 (f2 ��x1 f6)) = �∅�,

• f7 ��x2 (f3 ��x3 (f4 ��x4 f9)) with
s (f7 ��x2 (f3 ��x3 (f4 ��x4 f9))) = �∅�,

• f7 ��x2 (f3 ��x3 f8) with
s (f7 ��x2 (f3 ��x3 f8)) = �∅�,

• ((f1 ��x0 f5) ��x1 f2) ��x2 (f3 ��x3 (f4 ��x4 f9))
with s(((f1 ��x0 f5) ��x1 f2) ��x2 (f3 ��x3

(f4 ��x4 f9))) = �∅�,

• ((f1 ��x0 f5) ��x1 f2) ��x2 (f3 ��x3 f8) with
s (((f1 ��x0 f5) ��x1 f2) ��x2 (f3 ��x3 f8)) = �∅�,

• (f2 ��x1 f6) ��x2 (f3 ��x3 (f4 ��x4 f9)) with
s ((f2 ��x1 f6) ��x2 (f3 ��x3 (f4 ��x4 f9))) = �∅�,

• (f2 ��x1 f6) ��x2 (f3 ��x3 f8) with
s ((f2 ��x1 f6) ��x2 (f3 ��x3 f8)) = �∅�.

The formulas ((f1 ��x0 f5) ��x1 f2) ��x2 (f2 ��x1 f6)
and (f3 ��x3 (f4 ��x4 f9)) ��x2 (f3 ��x3 f8) were cal-
culated and then removed because the formulas (f1 ��x0

f5) ��x1 f6 and (f4 ��x4 f9) ��x3 f8 are respectively sim-
pler. Only 17 elementary propagations were necessary to
find all the MPTFs instead of 256 ways of propagations
with the Bipartite graph approach, 119 eliminations with
Krysander’s approach, and 32 eliminations (without tak-
ing into account the causal interpretation) with the Travé-
Massuyès’ approach.

6. Application example

The algorithm presented in Section 4 has been imple-
mented as a specialized language interpreter1 in order to
facilitate the search for all the possible tests that can be
performed in a system.

6.1. System description. Consider the following elec-
tronic circuit in Fig. 6. Because of the number of obser-
vations, this example is so complex that it is hard to solve
manually.

1The software can be obtained from the authors.

Fig. 6. Diagram of an electronic circuit.

There are four voltage sensors measuring v1, v2, v3

and v4, and one voltage generator applying the voltage v0.
The system is modeled by the following constraints:

amplifier : k1 :v1c = v2,

connection1 : k2 :i1 = i2 + i3,

connection1 : k3 :v1 = v1a,

connection1 : k4 :v1 = v1b,

connection1 : k5 :v1 = v1c,

resistor1 : k6 :v0 − v1 = R1i1,

capacitor : k7 :C(v1a − v3) =
∫ t

0

i2 dt,

resistor2 : k8 :v3 − v4a = R2i2,

resistor3 : k9 :v1 − v4b = R3i3,

resistor4 : k10 :v2 = R4i4,

connection2 : k11 :v4 = v4a,

connection2 : k12 :v4 = v4b,

generator : k13 :ṽ0 = v0,

sensor1 : k14 :ṽ1 = v1,

sensor2 : k15 :ṽ2 = v2,

sensor3 : k16 :ṽ3 = v3,

sensor4 : k11 :ṽ4 = v4.

6.2. Solutions and discussion. According to Section
4.4.1, the capacitor’s constraint is structurally modeled.
The following formulas arise:

• amplifier:f1 with s(f1) = �{v1c, v2}�,

• connection1f2 with s(f2) = �{i1, i2, i3}�,

• connection1:f3 with s(f3) = �{v1, v1a}�,

• connection1:f4 with s(f4) = �{v1, v1b}�,

• connection1: f5 with s(f5) = �{v1, v1c}�,

• resistor1: f6 with s(f6) = �{v0, v1, i1}�,
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• capacitor:f7 with s(f7) = �{v1a, v3}, {i2}�,

• resistor2:f8 with s(f8) = �{v3, v4a, i2}�,

• resistor3: f9 with s(f9) = �{v1, v4b, i3}�,

• resistor4:f10 with s(f10) = �{v2, i4}�,

• connection2:f11 with s(f11) = �{v4, v4a}�,

• connection2:f12 with s(f12) = �{v4, v4b}�,

• generator:f13 with s(f13)�{v0}�,

• sensor1:f14 with s(f14)�{v1}�,

• sensor2:f15 with s(f15) = �{v2}�,

• sensor3:f16 with s(f16) = �{v3}�,

• sensor4:f17 with s(f17) = �{v4}�.

Note that for the capacitor only the variable i2 is con-
sidered deductible in order to avoid derivations that am-
plify high frequency noises. Then, the following test for-
mulas are obtained thanks to the proposed method:

• t1 = (f14 ��v1 (f16 ��v3 (f17 ��v4 ((f3 ��v1a

f7) ��i2 ((((f2 ��i3 f9) ��v4b
f12) ��i1 f6) ��v0

f13))))),

• t2 = ((f16 ��v3 (f17 ��v4 ((f3 ��v1a f7) ��i2

((((f2 ��i3 f9) ��v4b f12) ��i1 f6) ��v0 f13)))) ��v1

(f16 ��v3 (f17 ��v4 (((((f2 ��i3 f9) ��v4b f12) ��i1

f6) ��v0 f13) ��i2 (f11 ��v4a f8))))),

• t3 = (f14 ��v1 (f16 ��v3 (f17 ��v4 (((((f2 ��i3

f9) ��v4b
f12) ��i1 f6) ��v0 f13) ��i2 (f11 ��v4a

f8))))),

• t4 = ((f15 ��v2 (f5 ��v1c f1)) ��v1 (f16 ��v3

(f17 ��v4 ((f3 ��v1a f7) ��i2 ((((f2 ��i3 f9) ��v4b

f12) ��i1 f6) ��v0 f13))))),

• t5 = (((f17 ��v4 ((f3 ��v1a f7) ��i2 (f11 ��v4a

f8))) ��v3 f16) ��v1 f14),

• t6 = ((f15 ��v2 (f5 ��v1c f1)) ��v1 f14),

• t7 = (f14 ��v1 ((f17 ��v4 ((f3 ��v1a f7) ��i2

((((f2 ��i3 f9) ��v4b
f12) ��i1 f6) ��v0 f13))) ��v3

((((((f2 ��i3 f9) ��v4b
f12) ��i1 f6) ��v0 f13) ��i2

(f11 ��v4a f8)) ��v4 ((f3 ��v1a f7) ��i2 (f11 ��v4a

f8))))),

• t8 = (((f17 ��v4 ((f3 ��v1a f7) ��i2 (f11 ��v4a

f8))) ��v3 f16) ��v1 (f15 ��v2 (f5 ��v1c f1))),

• t9 = (f14 ��v1 (f16 ��v3 ((((((f2 ��i3 f9) ��v4b

f12) ��i1 f6) ��v0 f13) ��i2 (f11 ��v4a f8)) ��v4

((f3 ��v1a s7) ��i2 (f11 ��v4a s8))))),

• t10 = ((f15 ��v2 (f5 ��v1c f1)) ��v1 ((f17 ��v4

((f3 ��v1a f7) ��i2 ((((f2 ��i3 f9) ��v4b
f12) ��i1

f6) ��v0 f13))) ��v3 ((((((f2 ��i3 f9) ��v4b

f12) ��i1 f6) ��v0 f13) ��i2 (f11 ��v4a f8)) ��v4

((f3 ��v1a f7) ��i2 (f11 ��v4a f8))))),

• t11 = ((f15 ��v2 (f5 ��v1c f1)) ��v1 (f16 ��v3

(f17 ��v4 (((((f2 ��i3 f9) ��v4b
f12) ��i1 f6) ��v0

f13) ��i2 (f11 ��v4a f8))))),

• t12 = ((f15 ��v2 (f5 ��v1c f1)) ��v1 (f16 ��v3

((((((f2 ��i3 f9) ��v4b
f12) ��i1 f6) ��v0 f13) ��i2

(f11 ��v4a f8)) ��v4 ((f3 ��v1a f7) ��i2 (f11 ��v4a

f8))))).

In gathering the structures modeling the same com-
ponents, the checked components can be deduced:

• t1: connection2, connection1, resistor2, amplifier,
sensor4, capacitor, sensor3, sensor2,

• t2: connection1, amplifier, sensor2, sensor1,

• t3: amplifier, generator, resistor3, capacitor, resis-
tor2, resistor1, connection2, connection1, sensor4,
sensor2,

• t4: sensor1, generator, resistor3, resistor2, resistor1,
connection2, connection1, sensor4, sensor3,

• t5: sensor1, generator, resistor3, capacitor, resistor2,
resistor1, connection2, connection1, sensor4,

• t6: sensor1, generator, resistor3, capacitor, resistor2,
resistor1, connection2, connection1, sensor3,

• t7: amplifier, generator, resistor3, capacitor, resis-
tor2, resistor1, connection2, connection1, sensor3,
sensor2,

• t8: amplifier, generator, resistor3, resistor2, resis-
tor1, connection2, connection1, sensor4, sensor3,
sensor2,

• t9: connection2, resistor2, connection1, capacitor,
sensor4, sensor3, sensor1,

• t10: amplifier, generator, resistor3, capacitor, re-
sistor1, connection2, connection1, sensor4, sensor3,
sensor2,

• t11: generator, resistor3, capacitor, resistor2, resis-
tor1, connection2, connection1, sensor4, sensor3,

• t12: sensor1, generator, resistor3, capacitor, resis-
tor1, connection2, connection1, sensor4, sensor3.

A signature table, where rows correspond to tests and
columns to components, summarized the results. In study-
ing the signature of each component, it is possible to study
diagnosability (see (Console et al., 2000) for a definition).
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Detectability, i.e., the possibility of detecting a fault on a
component, and diagnosability, i.e., the possibility of iso-
lating a fault on a component, can now be studied thanks
to the signature table (Travé-Massuyès et al., 2003). Be-
cause all the ARRs have been found, it is easy to deter-
mine the best properties for this system:

• Diagnosable components are: connection2, connec-
tion1, resistor2, sensor4, capacitor, sensor3, sensor1;

• Detectable but not discriminable components are:

– amplifier, sensor2,

– generator, resistor3, resistor1.

Detection tests can then be designed using various
tools including state observers or parity relations (see
(Staroswiecki et al., 1991) for an example) for constraints
containing ordinary differential equations. Consider, for
instance, the formula t9. It may yield the state observer:

⎧
⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎩

C
dx

dt
= − 1

R2 + R3
x +

R3

R1(R2 + R3)
(ṽ0 − ṽ1)

+K (x− ṽ1 − ṽ3) ,

ṽ1 − ṽ3 = x.

The gain matrix can be adjusted to improved the de-
tection capabilities in the presence of noise.

7. Conclusion

This paper formalizes structural modeling and shows how
it can support engineers in constructing detection tests for
the system to be diagnosed. The proposed methods pro-
vide the constraints to be used to design each test, but also
a way of combining one with another. It then lets the engi-
neer choose its preferred detection test (for instance, par-
ity relations, Luenberger state observers or Kalman filters
in dynamic continuous time systems), the way of tuning
the detection tests a posteriori in order to take into ac-
count modeling uncertainties.

The main advantage of structural modeling is that it
makes it possible to handle any kind of systems, e.g., dy-
namic continuous-time, discrete event or rule-based sys-
tems. In the paper, it was shown on a road network that,
even if the behavioral constraints are not available, it is
still possible to compute the composition of all the possi-
ble ARRs.

The drawback of structural approaches is that over-
estimations of some solutions may occur. Even if this can
be partially avoided in taking into account the realizabil-
ity of the constraints, some over-estimations are still pos-
sible. A consequence is that some provided constraints in
an ARR may not be required. They have to be removed
afterwards when designing the detection tests. This draw-
back is not a major issue because the main problem that

has to be tackled when designing tests in complex systems
is to determine the sets of constraints that lead to an ARR.

The proposed procedure was designed in order to re-
duce as much as possible the number of computations. It
was compared with two alternative approaches and sig-
nificant improvements were pointed out: it requires fewer
computations and handles deductibility and exclusions.

Because the constraints included in all the ARRs
are provided, a complete signature table can be writ-
ten. Therefore, it becomes possible to determine the best
achievable performances of diagnostic procedures. More-
over, because the supports of tests are provided, the results
are particularly suitable for bridge approaches to fault di-
agnosis.
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